We show short time existence for the evolution of triple junction clusters driven by the surface di usion ow. On the triple line we use the boundary conditions derived by Garcke and Novick-Cohen as the singular limit of a Cahn-Hilliard equation with degenerated mobility. These conditions are concurrency of the triple junction, angle conditions between the hypersurfaces, continuity of the chemical potentials and a ux-balance. For the existence analysis we rst write the geometric problem over a xed reference surface and then use for the resulting analytic problem an approach in a parabolic Hölder setting.
Introduction
Motion by surface di usion ows was rstly proposed by Mullins [25] to describe the development of thermal grooves at grain boundaries of heated polycrystalls. This process depends mainly on two physical effects, which are evaporation and surface di usion, i.e., molecular motion on the surface of heated, solid substances. In the case that surface di usion is the more involved process Mullins derived that the pro le of the surface Γ evolves due to
Hereby, V Γ denotes the normal velocity, ∆ Γ the Laplace-Beltrami operator and H Γ the mean curvature operator. For closed hypersurfaces a LOT of research was done in the end of the last century. Cahn and Taylor identi ed the surface di usion ow as formal H − -gradient ow of the surface energy, cf. [29] . The evolution is also connected to the Cahn-Hilliard equations as Cahn, Elliott and Novick-Cohen proved via formal asymptotics that the surface di usion ow is its singular limit, cf. [6] . In the case of closed curves, short time existence was proven by Elliott and Garcke in [11] . The result was generalized to closed hypersurfaces of arbitrary dimensions by Escher, Mayer and Simonett, cf. [12] . Unlike other geometric ows, e.g., the mean curvature ow, it is very typical for the surface ow to have a loss of convexity and to develop singularities during the evolution, cf. [18] , [19] . In the case of singularities in nal time, though, one can characterize its blow-up rate, see [26] for the case of planar, closed curves and [9] for the generalization to higher codimensions. In this article we are interested in the evolution of triple junction clusters with respect to surface di usion ow. A triple junction cluster consists of a set of hypersurfaces such that each connected component of the boundary of a hypersurface is also boundary of two other hpyersurfaces. We will restrict to the case of three connected hypersurfaces Γ , Γ , Γ in R n meeting in one triple junction Σ. The result transfers to more general situations. Additionally, we need that the Γ i are embedded, oriented, compact and do not intersect with each other. We will consider evolutions of such objects with respect to (1) such that at every time t we have a decomposition
into the three hypersurfaces and the triple junction, such that the following boundary conditions are ful lled:
(FB)
Here, ν Γ i (t) denotes the outer conormal of Γ i (t), γ , γ , γ constants determining the energy density on the hypersurfaces Γ i (t) and θ , θ , θ ∈ ( , π) given angles, that are related to the γ i . Indeed, the condition (AC) is equivalent to Young's law (
The condition (CCP) results from continuity of the chemical potentials at the triple junction and (FB) is equivalent to the ux balances. (CC) gives the concurrency of the triple junction during the ow. Garcke and Novick-Cohen derived these conditions in [17] from a singular limit of a Cahn-Hilliard system. Besides their physical relevance they also t well into the mathematical interpretation as volume preserving gradient ow as the authors of [17] observed that these condition guarantee, that the two enclosed volumes are both conserved and the surface area is decreasing. This work sets the technical foundation for the further analysis we have in mind. In the subsequent work [14] we study the stability behavior of standard double bubble. For this stability result we will need short time existence of the ow for suitable initial data. In this work, roughly speaking, we will show the following. Theorem 1.1 (Short time existence for the surface di usion ow of triple junction clusters). Let Γ * ⊂ R n be a triple junction cluster of class C +α , such that the three hypersurfaces Γ i * are compact, embedded, orientable and connected. Then, for all triple junction clusters Γ of class C +α , which are close enough to Γ * , there exists a solution to the evolution with respect to surface di usion ow (1) , the boundary conditions (CC), (AC), (CCP), (FB), and initial data Γ( ) = Γ . Additionally, the existence time is uniform in Γ and there is a bound for the distance of Γ(t) to Γ * , which is uniform in t and Γ .
We want to note that our result refers to an analytic framework over a reference geometry, which we will introduce later. Due to this reason we call our existence result analytic existence, i.e., existence in the used analytic framework. Whereas we speak about geometric existence and uniqueness when one can actually prove these results for the original geometric problem. In the literature, most existence results for geometric ows of higher dimensional surfaces only give analytic results. For example, Depner, Garcke and Kohsaka proved in [8] analytic existence for triple junction clusters evolving due to mean curvature ow. Indeed, the strategy of our proof is based on this work. Abels, Garcke and Müller proved analytic existence of volumepreserving mean curvature ow and Wilmore ow with line tension of connected hypersurfaces in R with a free boundary, cf. [2] . In [1] , Abels and Butz proved analytic existence for the evolution of open curves with respect to curve di usion ow, which is the one dimensional pendant to the surface di usion ow, with a contact angle and rough initial data. Indeed, for curves there are already methods to prove geometric existence and uniqueness. E.g., Spener proved in [28] such an result for clamped curves evolving due to the elastic ow. Garcke and Novick-Cohen proved the same for the one dimensional version of our problem, cf. [17] . Using their ideas, Garcke, Menzel and Pluda proved in [16] geometric existence and uniqueness for classes of planar networks evolving with respect to Willmore ow. The last two works both work in a setting with parabolic Hölder spaces and use partly the same methods like we do. Due to the higher space dimensions we have to include global weak solution theory and a localization procedure.
Remark 1.2 (Regularity of the reference frame).
One might wonder why one needs a higher regularity for the reference frame than for the solution we want to construct. This is due to the fact that in our approach the solution will be, basically, described as normal graph over the reference frame. But as the normal eld of a C k -hypersurface is only in C k− , we will need a C +α -reference frame to get a C +α -normal eld. Only with this, we can describe solutions of regularity C +α in space.
Remark 1.3 (Other Topologies).
In this article we only study situations with single triple lines. Another typical structure, which, e.g., appears in foam clusters, are multiple triple lines meeting in singular points. We expect that it is possible to use the analytic framework also in this situation. Note that given the conditions at the triple junctions the motion of the singular point is completely given by the surrounding triple lines, see Bronsard, Garcke, Stoth [5] The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we will sum up the notation we use and then give an overview of important results for parabolic Hölder and Sobolev spaces on manifolds, especially taking the triple junction cluster into account. In Section 3 we will parametrize our problem over a xed reference con guration and derive a corresponding analytic problem from that. Additionally, we will state the needed compatibility conditions and the main result of this article. In Section 4 we linearize our equations in the reference con guration and then show in Section 5 existence of continuous inverse of the linear operator. In order to do so we rst nd a weak formulation and derive existence of weak solution (Section 5.1), then prove Hölder regularity for the localized problem and connect the localization with the original problem using compactness arguments (Section 5.2) and at the end (Section 5.3) include lower order terms, inhomogeneities and initial data, which we had to omit in the beginning. Finally, we use a xed point argument to derive our existence result for the original problem from the linear theory.
Preliminaries . Notation
In the whole paper Γ(t) will refer to the evolving triple junction cluster at time t. The triple junction cluster consist of three compact, embedded, connected, orientable hypersurfaces Γ (t), Γ (t), Γ (t) in R n+ with a common boundary, the triple junction Σ(t). Two of the hypersurfaces will always form a volume containing the third hypersurface, which we will choose to be Γ . By Ω and Ω we denote the volume enclosed by Γ and Γ resp. Γ and Γ . We choose the unit normal elds N i of the Γ i such that N points in the interior of Ω , N outside of Ω and N into the inside of Ω . The outer unit conormal of Γ i will be denoted by ν i . Furthermore, we use the standard notation for quantities of di erential geometry, see for example [21, Chapter 6] . That includes the canonical basis {∂ i } i= ,...,n of the tangent space Tp Γ at a point p ∈ Γ induced by a parametrization φ, the entries g ij of the metrical tensor g, the entries g ij of the inverse metric tensor g − , the Christo el symbols Γ i jk , the second fundamental form II, its squared norm |II| and the entries h ij of the shape operator. We use the usual di erential operators on a manifold Γ, which are the surface gradient ∇ Γ , the surface divergence div Γ and the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ Γ . By ρ = (ρ , ρ , ρ ) we will denote the evolution in normal direction and by µ = (µ , µ , µ ) the evolution in tangential direction, which we will use to track the evolution of Γ(t) over a reference frame Γ * via a direct mapping approach. Γρ,µ will denote the triple junction cluster that is given as graph over Γ * . We will normally write Γρ instead of Γρ,µ as µ will always be given as function in ρ. Details about this parametrization will be explained in Section 3. Sub-and superscripts ρ resp. µ on a quantity will indicate that the quantity refers to the manifold Γρ resp. Γρ,µ. An asterisk will denote an evaluation in the reference geometry. Both conventions are also used for di erential operators. For example, we will write ∇ρ for ∇ Γρ and ∇ * for ∇ Γ * . We will denote by Jρ the transformation of the surface measure, that is, dH n (Γρ) = Jρ dH n (Γ * ).
If we index a domain or a submanifold in R n with a T or δ in the subscript, this indicated that the corresponding parabolic set, e.g., Γ T = Γ × [ , T]. With an abuse of notation, in most parts of the work we will not di er between quantities on Γρ and the pullback of them on Γ * . An index i will be used to indicate that a quantity refers to the hypersurface Γ i (t) resp. Γ i * . A quantity in bold characters will refer to the vector consisting of the quantity on the three hypersurfaces of a triple junction cluster. The subscript TJ in a function space will indicate that the function space has to be read as product space on each hypersurface. For example, we write
We will denote by σ i the order of the i-th boundary condition of our problem, i.e., σ = , σ = σ = , σ = , σ = σ = .
(
Finally, we will always use the convention of dynamical constants. This will also be used for dynamical coefcient functions of lower order terms, which will be introduced in Section 4
. Function Spaces
In this section we want to introduce the two most important function spaces on manifolds we will use, which are Sobolev and parabolic Hölder spaces. Here, (Γ, A) will always be a compact, orientable, embedded submanifold Γ of R n+ together with a maximal atlas A.
De nition 2.1 (Sobolev spaces on manifolds).
Let Γ be of class C j , j ∈ N. Then we de ne for k ∈ N, k < j, ≤ p ≤ ∞ the Sobolev space W k,p (Γ) as the set of all functions f : 
where
..,s ⊂ A is a family of charts that covers Γ.
Remark 2.2 (Equivalent norms on W k,p (Γ)).
i.) The norm on W k,p (Γ) depends on the choice of the φ i but for a di erent choice we will get an equivalent norm as the transitions maps are C j . ii.) For the space W ,p (Γ) we will use the norm
Equivalence to (4) follows directly from the representation of the surface gradient in local coordinates. iii.) As usual, we will write H k (Γ) for W k, (Γ).
As we want to use these spaces in our weak analysis, we will need a version of the Ehrling lemma for triple junction clusters.
Proposition 2.3 (Ehrling-type lemma on triple junction).
For every ε > there exists a Cε > only depending on ε such that for all u ∈ H TJ (Γ) it holds
Proof. See [20, Proposition 2.11] .
The other important class of function spaces on manifolds are parabolic Hölder spaces. We will rst de ne them on a domain Ω ⊂ R n with smooth boundary ∂Ω. For α ∈ ( , ), a, b ∈ R consider the two semi-norms for a function f :Ω × [a, b] → R given by
Hereby, we denote by ∂ β x a partial derivative in space with respect to the multi-index β and ∂ i t the i-th partial derivative in time. The parameter m corresponds to the order of the di erential equation one is considering and in our work it will always be four. Parabolic Hölder spaces on submanifolds can now be de ned in local coordinates.
De nition 2.4 (Parabolic Hölder spaces on submanifolds).
Let Γ be a C r -submanifold of R n . Then we de ne for k ∈ N , k < r, α ∈ ( , ), a, b ∈ R, m ∈ N the space C k+α, k+α m (Γ × [a, b]) as the set of all functions f : Γ → R such that for any parametrization φ :
Remark 2.5 (Traces of parabolic Hölder spaces).
On the boundary Σ of Γ we may choose φ to be a parametrization that attens the boundary. From this we see that
For the non-linear analysis we will the need the following product estimate and the contractivity property of lower order terms. (Ω × [ , T]). Then we have
and furthermore we have that 
Hereby, the constants C andᾱ depend on α, k, k andΩ. Especially, if f t=a ≡ , we have
Proof. See [20, Lemma 2.17]
As a nal remark we want to mention that we sometimes identify Sobolev and Hölder spaces (in local coordinates) with Besov spaces, especially to use interpolation and composition results. As we do not need them on manifolds we will not introduce them here but they can be found, e.g., in [30, Section 2.3].
Parametrization, Compatibility Conditions, Main Result
Similar to the classic approach for geometric ows of closed hypersurfaces with higher space dimensions, we want to write the evolution of the triple junction clusters as normal graphs over a xed reference triple junction cluster Γ * := Γ * ∪ Γ * ∪ Γ * ∪ Σ * . The classical approach is to write the evolution as a graph in normal direction over Γ * . Additionally, we need to allow a tangential part in a neighborhood of the triple junction to describe general motions of the geometric object. So, we want to describe the evolving hypersurface Γ as image of the di eomorphism
where τ i * are xed, smooth tangential vector elds on Γ i * that equal ν i * on Σ * and have a support in a neighborhood of Σ * in Γ i * . The tuple (ρ, µ) consists of the unknown functions for which we want to derive a PDE system. From the geometrical intuition we see that if the tangential part µ is a completely free variable, we cannot expect a well-posed PDE system. Therefore, the degree of freedom for the tangential part has to be reduced. Nevertheless, on the boundary the tuple (µ, ρ) has to guarantee concurrency of the triple junction. Indeed, we know from the work of [8] that the condition
which guarantees concurrency of the triple junction, is equivalent to
Hereby, the matrix T is given by
The second line in (14) implies that the tangential part µ is uniquely determined on Σ * by the values of ρ. This motivates to get rid of the degenerated degrees of freedom of µ by setting
where pr i Σ denotes the projection from a point on Γ i * to the nearest point on Σ * . Note that this map is only well-de ned on a neighborhood of Σ * in Γ i * . But we only need µ i to be de ned on the support of τ i * , which can be assumed to be arbitrary small. Therefore, this tangential part can be used to nd a well-de ned PDE formulation.
Remark 3.1 (Analytic aspects of the non-local term).
Observe that due to the projection onto the triple line the tangential part just introduced will lead to non-local terms away from the boundary. One might expect that these terms will have a huge impact on the existence analysis. Indeed, as we linearize our problem only in the reference geometry, the non-localities will be of lower order in the linearization and can thus be treated with perturbation theory. For the contraction estimates we can use the same arguments as for all other quasi-linear terms. In total, for the goal of this paper the non-localities will not cause any problems. Now, we want to nd a suitable PDE-setting for ρ. To begin with, we retract the equations from Γ i (t) on Γ i * . From here on, we will write Γρ resp. Σρ when referring to the triple junction cluster and the triple junction given as image of Φρ,µ. Also, we will use sub-and superscripts i and ρ to denote pull-backs of quantities of the hypersurface Γ i ρ or of the triple junction Σρ. This will also be applied on di erential operators. So, for example, we will write for (σ, t) ∈ Γ i * × [ , T], i = , , ,
Later, we will also sometimes use this notation when we consider the quantities on Γρ but it will always be clear what is meant. The evolution law (1) together with the boundary conditions (CC), (AC), (CCP) and (FB) writes now as the following problem on Γ * .
Here, we assume that the initial surfaces are given as
for ρ small enough in the C +α norm and µ = Tρ . This will then guarantee that the Γ i are indeed embedded hypersurfaces, cf. [8, Remark 1]. We denote this problem by (A) to emphasize that it is an analytic formulation of our original problem. We want to mention that one can rewrite (16) as a parabolic equation
where the operators
contains both derivatives of ρ i and ρ| Σ * of up to order four. For the reasons of readability we omit here the detailed calculation but it is presented in Appendix A. The boundary conditions can be -using the convention for the σ i from (3) -rewritten as operators
given by
.., , (16) rewrites to the following problem for (ρ , ρ , ρ ):
In the following, we will still work with the formulation (16) . Nevertheless, we will use the operators G i to refer to the boundary conditions. As we seek for solutions smooth up to t = , we will require some compatibility conditions for our initial data. Clearly, the boundary conditions given by G have to be ful lled by the initial data. Additionally, for a smooth solution the conditions (16) resp G (ρ) = are di erentiable in time at t = and so will also require a compatibility condition. Together, we get by considering (16) resp. (18) the corresponding compatibility conditions
(ACC)
Indeed, one can prove that (ACC) and (GCC) are equivalent provided that ρ is small enough in the C +α (Γ * )norm. Again, for reasons of readability the proof is shifted to the Appendix, cf. Appendix B. The G in (GCC) resp. the A in (ACC) refers to the fact that the compatibility conditions arise from the geometric resp. the analytic problem. With these we can now state the main results of this article.
Theorem 3.2 (Short time existence for surface di usion ow with triple junctions).
Let Γ * be a C +α -reference cluster. Then there exists an ε > and a T > such that for all initial data ρ ∈ C +α TJ (Γ * ) with ρ C +α TJ (Γ * ) < ε , which ful ll the analytic compatibility conditions (20) , there exists a unique solution ρ ∈ C +α, + α TJ (Γ *,T ) of (18) . Additionally, the norm of ρ is bounded uniformly in ρ , i.e., for all initial data ρ ful lling the above conditions, there is a constant R > such that the solution ρ ful lls
In particular, we have for all t ∈ [ , T] that
Remark 3.3 (Results for the geometric problem).
If the initial data are of class C +α we can use them itself as a reference cluster. In particular, Theorem 3.2 implies existence of the original geometric problem given by (1) together with (CC), (AC), (CCP), (FB) for such initial data. For initial data of class C +α one needs to verify that one can construct close enough reference frames.
For the case of one closed hypersurface, this was proven in [27] . The uniqueness of solutions of the geometric problem remains an open question.
Linearization
Now we want to linearize problem (16) in an arbitrary C +α -reference frame Γ * . This is done pointwise in every p ∈ Γ * ∪ Σ * . We want to explain what we mean precisely with our linearization procedure. For any xed point σ ∈ Γ i * , i = , , or σ ∈ Σ * , any term in (16) , which are all given as functions in σ, ρ and µ, and any tuple
ful lling (14), we replace ρ i with εu i and µ i with εϕ i , di erentiate the new expression in ε and evaluate this for ε = . Hereby, we observe that (14) is also ful lled for (εu, εϕ) due to its linear structure. Additionally, all terms are well de ned for (u, ϕ) small enough in the C +α -norm for every t, so at least for ε small enough.
Remark 4.1 (Independence of local coordinates).
The goal of this process is to derive a linear equation on Γ * . Our procedure, though, will lead to equations in local coordinates. But as we linearize geometric quantities that are itself independent of local coordinates we conclude that the equations we derive have to represent a global equation on Γ * . We will get this form for the terms of highest order and all other terms will be dealt with by using perturbation arguments.
In the following, we will index a geometric quantity with ε to denote the quantity on Γ εu,εϕ at the point Φ εu,εϕ (σ, t). We will omit the xed time and space variable (σ, t) and also the projection in the ϕ-terms. For the analysis we will do later it is not important to know the lower order terms precisely. Thus, we will denote them only in qualitative form using dynamical coe cient functions a k+s , which denotes some function on the corresponding hypersurface Γ i * that has C k+s -regularity on this surface. Also, like dynamical constants the a k+s may adapt from line to line. Luckily for us the most critical part was already done in [7, Section 3] and [8, Section 3] , where the authors proved that
Indeed, with (23)- (25) we can already determine all terms of highest order in the linearization. As all others terms will be dealt with using perturbation arguments, we will only need qualitative results for their structure, especially the regularity of their coe cients. For this we need the following result on the linearization of the basic geometric quantities. Lemma 4.2 (Linearization of basic geometric quantities).
Proof. Cf. [20, Lemma 4.5 und 4.6].
Now we can use that for our linearization procedure we have a product rule both for the geometric quantities and the di erential operators, which can be seen by writing the latter ones in local coordinates. Thus, we conclude for the linearization of the right-hand side of (16) that
where we used in the last equality (24) and the fact that H i * does not contain any derivative of u and consequently the rst summand is of lower order. Combined with (23) we get for the linearization of (16)
Hereby, the A i LOT u i denote the lower order terms in u i andĀ i LOT ϕ i the lower order terms in ϕ i , so the nonlocal part in the lower order terms. Observe here that the terms of highest order are purely local expressions. Also, in the following linearizations of the boundary conditions no non-local terms will arise as the tangential part is only non-local away from the triple junction.
Condition (16) is already linear. The result for the linearization of the angle conditions can be found in [8, Section 3] and follows directly from (25) . For (16) we apply (24) on all three mean curvature operators to get
where B LOT u denotes the lower order terms. Finally, for the linearization of (16) and (16) we rst note that we have d dε
where we again used that H i * does not contain any derivatives of u and so the rst summand only contributes lower order terms. With (33) and the same argumentation we get that d dε
Summing up we get for the linearizations of (16) and (16)
where B LOT u and B LOT u denote the lower order terms and we directly rewrote the tangential terms using (14) . Summing up all our results we get the following linearized problem.
(AL)
Here, B LOT u and B LOT u refer to the arising lower order terms. The acronym (AL) refers to the fact, that this problem is the linearization of (A). In an analytic version this writes now as
where we used the notation
Additionally, the f i , i = , , and b = b i i= ,..., denote included inhomogeneities. We will need them for the xed-point argument in the non-linear analysis.
Linear Analysis
In this section we want to derive an existence result for the linearized problem (36). We will rst study the system with the terms of highest order, zero initial data and without inhomogeneities in the lower order boundary conditions. That is, we are considering
Note that for the localized problem existence theory both in Sobolev and in Hölder spaces is well established, see, e.g., [22] . But no such theory is yet formulated for problems on manifolds, which cannot be parametrized with only one parametrization. Also for cases with triple junctions, in which the three surface have di erent topological type the classical theory cannot be used directly. This is due to the fact that the global problem cannot be formulated as a system over one xed parameter domain. For this problem, we will show existence of weak solutions in Section 5.1 and then Hölder-regularity for the found weak solutions in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 we will return to the original problem by including the missing terms via perturbations arguments. Altogether, we will prove the following result for (36).
Theorem 5.1 (Short time existence for (AL)). Let σ i , i = , ..., be de ned as in (3) . For any α ∈ ( , ) and initial data u ∈ C +α TJ (Γ * ) there exists a δ > such that for every
.., , ful lling the inhomogeneous compatibility conditions
the problem (36) with initial data u has a unique solution
.
Existence of Weak Solutions
In this section we will discuss the theory of weak solution for (37). Unfortunately, we cannot directly use (37) for a weak formulation as the sum condition for the u i on the triple junction reduces one degree of freedom in the testing procedure. Thus, we will not be able to t in all boundary conditions into a weak formulation, i.e., we will not be able to nd a concept of weak solutions, such that a smooth weak solution ful lls all boundary conditions pointwise. To overcome this obstacle we need to split the fourth order parabolic problem in a coupled system of a second order parabolic and a second order elliptic equation. For this we introduce the auxiliary function
which equals the linearization of the mean curvature operator up to lower order terms. Using (40) we can rewrite (37) to
Hereby, the terms −Cu v i and Cv u i are included to guarantee coercivity for the operators induced by the weak formulation. The constants Cu and Cv are chosen large enough such that these hold. During the proof of existence of weak solutions we will see that they only depend on the system. Once we haven proven Hölder regularity for this system they will disappear in the perturbation argument. The index P in the acronym refers to the fact the problem (AL) by a perturbation of the lower order terms. On this we apply the usual testing procedure to get the following weak formulation. We consider the function spaces
and the continuous operators given by
For clari cation we note that ·, · dual in the rst line on the right hand side is the usual duality pairing between E − and E. With this we can introduce our weak solution concept. 
and additionally it holds
Remark 5.3 (Weak solution theory for the non-linear problem).
Note that the non-linear problem contains derivatives of the non-local terms in highest order. For them being well-de ned we need the existence of a trace operator. Thus, it is not possible to de ne a similar concept of weak solutions for the non-linear problem.
Reversing the test procedure one can show that weak solutions with C , -regularity are indeed classical solutions of (AL) P , cf. [20, Lemma 4.11 ]. Now we show existence of a unique weak solution of (AL) P . Proof. We want to apply the Galerkin scheme. As in [8, Section 4] we can choose the solutions (z j ) j∈N of the
as orthonormal basis of L equipped with the inner product
In [8] , the authors proved also smoothness of these functions. Also note that due to the fact that the z j are weak solutions of this eigenvalue problem, they are also orthogonal with respect to the products Bu and Bv. We now search for weak solutions (um , vm) of the problem projected to the m-dimensional subspace Zm := z j j= ,...,m of E, i.e. we search for solutions of
We will index ( ) with an m to clarify on which space we are projecting. Solutions of (47) m are of the form um(x, t) = Due to the orthonormality of the z j with respect to the product (46) we get the following ODE-System for the coe cient functions a mj and b mj , where we use the orthogonality properties with respect to Bu and Bv discussed above.
Inserting the equations for b mj (t) in those for a mj (t) we get a standard system of ODEs for which we can apply the Theorem of Caratheodory to show existence of absolute continuous solutions a mj . Inserting this solution in the second equation we also get the b mj as functions in L ( , T; R). The next thing to do is verifying an energy estimate for our problem. We notice that for the solution (um , vm) of ( )m, the functions ∂ t um and vm are valid testfunctions. Thus, we can test the rst equation in ( )m with vm and the second equation with ∂ t um to get
Subtracting the rst equation from the second and rearranging the terms leads to
Applying the weighted Young-inequality gives us
Note now that Lemma 2.3 implies for any g ∈ H that
Applying (50)-(53) on (49) we get
Now choosing ε = , ε = min(γ , γ , γ ), ε = and then Cu large enough we can absorb the wmand ∇ * wmterms on the right-hand side by the ones on the left-hand side to get
In particular, we get for all t ∈ [ , T] that
Integrating this in time using u( ) ≡ leads to 
It remains to study the norm of ∂ t um which can be carried out with a standard argument. We rst introduce the space γE that contains all elements of E and is equipped with the inner product
Note that as the z j are classical solutions of the eigenvalue problem (45) they are also orthogonal sytem in γE. Also, the norm induced by the γE-product is equivalent to the norm on E. Now, choosing any
Due to equivalence of norms we get v ≤ C for a constant independent of v and
due to the orthogonality of the z j in E γ . Then, again using equivalence of the norms on E and γE, we conclude v E ≤ C for a C independent of v. With this in mind we get the estimate
Here, we used (55) in the last inequality and for bu(v ; t) we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and continuity of the trace operator to derive
As this holds for all v ∈ E with v E ≤ we deduce for almost all t ∈ [ , T] that These energy estimates imply that there are u ∈ L ( , T; E), ∂ t u ∈ L ( , T; E − ) and v ∈ L ( , T; E)) together with subsequences (which we will identify with the original sequence) of um , u m and vm such that
We note that like in the standard case we get that the weak limit of ∂ t um indeed corresponds with the weak time derivative of u by using the de nition of a weak time derivative and weak convergence.
Next we want to see that (u, v) is the sought weak solution. For any xed N ∈ N and smooth functions {d k } k= ,...,N we get for any m > N that
for ζ = N j= d j z j . Note that for xed ζ each term gives an element of L( , T; E) or L( , T, E − ) and so we can -using the de nition of weak convergence -pass to the limit to get
As the considered test functions ζ are dense in L ( , T; E) this holds for all such functions implying that (42) holds for almost all t ∈ [ , T]. Thus, it remains to show that u( ) = , which follows as in the proof of [13, Theorem 3, p.378]. Finally, to derive uniqueness of the weak solution we observe that for two solutions (u , v ), (u , v ) the di erence (ū,v) solves (42) with f ≡ , b ≡ b ≡ and then the energy estimates (55) imply (ū,v) = ( , ). This nishes the proof.
For technical reasons in the localization argument we will need a result on higher Sobolev regularity. 
Proof. For every t ∈ [ , T], the function u is a weak solution of the elliptic problem
As we have v ∈ W , TJ (Γ) and it was shown in [8, Lemma 3] that the Lopatinskii-Shapiro conditions for these boundary conditions are satis ed, we may apply elliptic regularity theory from [3] together with a localization argument like in [8, Section 4] to get u(t) ∈ W , TJ (Γ) and
Then, we can use (44) to conclude
This shows the desired estimate.
. Local Schauder Estimates
Now we want to show that the weak solution found in the last section is actually in C +α, +α/ TJ (Γ * × [ , T]) for every T > . This splits into two parts. First we will localize the problem and verify that the localization has a unique solution in C +α, +α/ . Then, we will connect the localization with our weak solution from Proposition 5.4 using a compactness argument. We will discuss only the situation locally around points on the triple junction. In the interior of any of the Γ i the problem reduces to an equation solely for u i with vanishing boundary conditions. Details for this can be found in [20, Proposition 3.8] . Fix any σ ∈ Σ * . We construct a special parametrization as follows to make the localized problem more comfortable to deal with. We choose δ > su ciently small such that for i = , , the projection on Σ * is well de ned on V i = B δ (σ) ⊂ Γ i * . For V Σ := B δ (σ) ⊂ Σ * we choose R > together with U = B R ( ) ∩ R n + and any parametrization φ : U ∩ {x ∈ R n |xn = } → V Σ . Now we extend this φ to di eomorphisms φ i : U → V i by the distance function. To be precise this induces di eomorphisms
where (x, ) ∈ U ∩ {x ∈ R n |xn = }, (x, d) ∈ U and γ −ν i * (σ, d) denotes the evaluation of the geodesic through a point σ ∈ Σ * in direction −ν i * at distance d . Note that for these parametrizations it holds that g i nn = , g i nl = for l ≠ n,
and the same holds for the inverse metric tensor due to to the inverse matrix formula for matrices in block form. We now want to study problem (41) localized on B R ( ). Using the notation
we see that for the localization of (41) we only have boundary conditions on C. In order to get a well-posed problem we have to do a cut-o away from S so we choose ε < R together with a cut-o function η with
In the following, we will write for this cut-o of the parametrized function u again to keep notation simple. Now, we want to consider the problem induced by (AL) P , that is
Here, we used that due to the choice of our coordinates the derivative in direction of ν i * is given by −∂n on C. Also, we only need the highest order terms for the following discussion. All other terms are written in A L and B j . We do not allow inhomogeneities for the rst four boundary conditions as we also cannot have them in our system yet. Actually, the following analysis for (LLP) would also admit these inhomogeneities. The boundary conditions on S are relatively arbitrary as u vanishes near S and so ful lls any linear boundary condition. Note that the boundary condition on S and C are compatible as u solves both near ∂S ∩ ∂C due to the cut-o procedure. As a nal remark we want to mention that we will need better properties for η later to guarantee that no inhomogeneities in the lower order boundary conditions of (LLP) will arise. But we will discuss this in the second half of this section, when we connect the localization with the weak solution. Now, we want to show that (LLP) ful lls the prerequisites to apply [22, Theorem 4.9].
Remark 5.6 (Regularity of ∂U). To be precise we will need smoothness of ∂U for the analysis now. But as we cut o the problem away from S we may assume w.l.o.g. that the problem is indeed de ned on such a domain.
Firstly, we want to see that for the system above the basic requirements described on page 8 of [22] hold. Setting s i = and t i = for i = , , , the degree conditions for the di erential operators are ful lled. For the parabolicity condition we see that b = and
for any p ∈ C, ζ ∈ R n , where | · |g i denotes the norm induced by the inverse metric tensor g * i . Thus, the roots of L with respect to p are precisely p i = −|ζ | g i , for which one has
for a suitable c > ful lling c|ζ | ≤ |ζ |g i for i = , , , which exists due to the equivalency of | · | and | · |g i . Note that as the inverse metric tensor is bounded, c can be chosen independently of x and thus the equations is even uniformly parabolic with b = .
For the boundary conditions we get the following numbers.
This means that the number l used in Theorem 4.9 can be an arbitrary number larger than max{ , σ , · · · , σ } = , which works for us as we will need l to be the Hölder-continuity of the space derivatives, so an α ∈ ( , ). Hence, we see that (LLP) is indeed of the form covered by the theory of [22] and so we now have to check the complementary and compatibility conditions. The complementary conditions are the typical Lopatinski-Shapiro conditions. We prefer here to work with their ODE-version, which can be found in [23] . A proof, that this version is equivalent to the original version like in [22] , can be found in [10, Section I.2] . In our situations, the Lopatinski-Shapiro conditions read as follows. We need to verify that for all
the only solution ϕ = (ϕ , ϕ , ϕ ) in C (R, C ) of the ODE-system
is ϕ ≡ . To prove this we use a straightforward energy method. We rst note that due to the structure of the di erential equation, all solutions are linear combinations of functions of the form exp( −λ − |ζ | y). If such functions converge to for y → ∞, then all their derivatives converge, too. Now, testing the rst equation in (69) with γ i ϕ i , summing over i = , , , integrating by parts and using the boundary conditions for ϕ i and its derivatives gets us to
As λ has a non-negative real part all terms of the left-hand-side have non-negative real part. For ζ ≠ we get thereforeˆ∞
which already implies ϕ ≡ . For ζ = the equation above reduces to
as | · |g i is also a norm on R n . If Re(λ) ≠ we can argue as before. Otherwise it has to hold that Im(λ) ≠ and as the second sum is real this again implies (71) and hence we showed ϕ ≡ . Consequently, the Lopatinskii-Shapiro conditions are ful lled on ∂U. It now remains to consider the compatibility conditions according to [22, p. 98 ]. As we choose l = α < , we only need compatibility conditions of order . Due to the values of σq only for the rst boundary equation iq can take the values and . For all other iq we just get the trivial compatibility condition that the boundary condition has to be ful lled for u = . Therefore, using the rst line in (LLP) the only non-trivial compatibility condition is
With all this checked we can use [22, Theorem 4 .9] to get the following existence result for (LLP). 
i=
are ful lled.
In the next step we want to connect (LLP) with the weak solution of (AL) P . For this, we consider the cut-o of solutions of (42) via the function η from (68). This gives us a new problem for which we derive the existence of unique solutions immediately. The solutions coincides with a cut-o of the solution (u, w) constructed in Proposition 5.4. We then approximate the problem by smoothing the arising inhomogeneities. For this problem we may apply Proposition 5.7. Taking the limits we derive Hölder-regularity for u, which nishes the analysis of (37). Consider now a xed point (σ, t) ∈ Σ * × [ , T]. Now we need more prerequisites for η from (68) as we have to guarantee that our cut-o procedure will not produce inhomogeneities in the linearized angle conditions or the linearization of B . We choose neighborhoods Q i of σ ∈ Γ i * such that the projections pr i Σ * are well de ned and the intersections Q i ∩ Σ * equal for all i = , , a common set Q Σ * ⊂ Σ * . We choose now a cut-o function 
has compact support Q i in Q i . Note that for any point x ∈ Q Σ we have now
This is exactly what we need for our analysis. We will need some additional notation now and set
Hereby, the sets Q i and Q i will be constructed later and as Q i l ∩ Σ * = Q Σ * l for i = , , we have that C i l = C l for i = , , . Following our plan, we now want to derive a PDE for u = ηu. As u is a weak solution of (41) we calculate formally
From this we see directly that u solves formally
Observe that due to the L ( , T; H )-regularity of u i from Corollary 5.5 we have that f i ∈ L ( , T; L ). To get a formulation for which we can get unique existence of a weak solution we need to do a split again. Therefore, we write the equation as
From (78) we deduce for the rst order boundary conditions for u i that
where we used that u solves in a weak sense (41) resp. (41) . Also, u inherits the sum condition (41) from u as the η i coincide on Q Σ * . Hence, we get the boundary conditions
Now we have to determine the boundary conditions ful lled by v. First we note that on C × [ , T] it holds that
Here, we used in the third identity that the η i , ∇ * η i and ∆ * η i equal on C . For the last identity observe that the rst two summands vanish due to the boundary conditions for u and v. For the last summand we note that due to (66) we get that
Furthermore, i= γ i u i = implies by di erentiating also i= γ i ∇ C u i = . Thus, using the boundary conditions for u and the angle conditions for the reference surface we calculate
In total, this proves
It remains to study the Neumann-type boundary conditions for v i . For this observe that
and so
With this, we get on C the boundary conditions
Here, we used that
Therefore, we get the following problem for u:
with the inhomogeneities f i , b and b chosen as above. Note hereby that due to the chosen support of η we have
and furthermore
and additionally we have the estimates
as all terms in f i except for f i are products of derivatives of η i and derivatives of u i of order not larger than three and all terms in b i except for b i are products of derivatives of η and derivatives of u i of order not larger than and the latter are due to compactness of the trace operator bounded by the H -norm of u. We observe that b ≡ b ≡ b ≡ b ≡ and so we can derive the same existence results for (86) as in Proposition 5.4. The only di erence is that we include the boundary conditions on S directly in the solution space and thus we do not want to repeat the procedure. Also, by construction
is a weak and therefore the unique weak solution of (86). It remains to show Schauder estimates on suitable subsets. On the latter we want to apply Proposition 5.7. As thef i ,b ,b only have L -regularity, we take sequences
and additionally we need on subsets Q i ⊂ Q i as n → ∞ that
One possibility to guarantee condition ( ) is to choose one C α,α/ -approximation of f i n on Q \Q and take f i , which equals f i on Q , as C α, α -approximation on Q . We then get a suitable approximation on Q by connecting both approximations via partitions of unity. The same procedure can be done for b and b . Now, we call problem (86) with the approximating inhomogeneities f ≤
In the third inequality we used (89) and (65) in the last inequality. This yields now that both un and vn are bounded in L ( , T; H TJ (Q )) and so we can nd subsequences ( un l )n l and ( vn l )n l converging weakly toū,v ∈ L ( , T; H TJ (Q )), which forms a weak solution of (86). Due to uniqueness of the weak solution it follows
Now we need bounds for the Hölder-norms to get weak convergence in that space, too. For this, we use the local estimates from [22, Theorem 4.11] for Q ⊂ Q to derive
But this implies now that the subsequence un l constructed above is bounded in C , (Q × [ , T]) and as the Hölder-norms are bounded, it is as well equicontinuous. Thus, the theorem of Arzela-Ascoli applied on every derivative gives us the existence of a subsequence -we again call un l -that converges to some u ∈ C , TJ (Q × [ , T]). Indeed, we also have u ∈ C +α, +α TJ (Q × [ , T]) as for any covariant derivative ∇ k of up to order in space we have
for any points (x, t), (y, t) ∈ Q × [ , T] and we also have
for any points (x, t ), (x, t ) ∈ Q × [ , T]. The same argument can used for the Hölder regularity in time of the partial derivatives in space. Also, observe that we have for u the estimate (92). Uniqueness of limits now implies
As we have u = u on Q × [ , T] this implies now the desired Schauder-estimate for u, namely
holds. With this done we sum up our results for (37) in the following Proposition.
Proposition 5.8 (Existence theory for (37)). Problem (37) has for all T > and all inhomogeneities
which ful ll the compatibility conditions
a unique solution in C +α, +α TJ (Γ *,T ) and we have the energy estimate
. The Complete Linear Problem
The system we studied so far di ers in three aspects from the original problem (36). Firstly, we miss inhomogeneities in the rst four boundary conditions. Secondly, both in the parabolic equation itself and the boundary conditions lower order terms are missing. And nally, we have to include general initial data. These nal steps are carried out in the next three corollaries.
Corollary 5.9 (Inhomogeneities in (37)). Let σ i be as in (3) . For any
ful lling the compatibility conditions
the system (37) has a unique solution u ∈ C +α, + α TJ (Γ * × [ , T]) and we have the energy estimate
Proof. We want to include the missing inhomogeneities one by one, beginning with b . For this we do a shifting procedure where we have to guarantee that the shift will not results in lower order inhomogeneities. Hereby, we follow ideas of [15, Appendix B] . For any b ∈ C +α,( +α)/ (Σ *,T ) the system 
This can be proven with the same strategy as in Section 5.1 and 5.2, except that we do not have to split the parabolic equation and so we can include the inhomogeneity b . Now, we de ne the auxiliary function χ :
is again a suitable cut-o function with η ≡ on [ , ε] for some su ciently small ε. Note that dist Σ * (·)η ∈ C +α,∞ (Γ *,T ) and so (103) holds also for χ . De ne nally χ by setting χ ≡ and χ ≡ on Γ * resp. Γ * . Considering the solution u of (37) constructed in Proposition 5.8 with
the function u + χ is the wished solution of (41) with included inhomogeneity b and (103) implies together with the already known energy estimates the estimate (102). To include the inhomogeneities b , b and b we can argue analogously.
Corollary 5.10 (Lower order terms for (37)).
Consider (36) with u ≡ . Then there is a T * > such that for all T < T * the result of Corollary 5.9 also holds for this problem.
Proof. We consider (36) as a perturbation of (37). That is, given any
Note that f i and b i ful ll the compatibility conditions (CCP) as A i LOT and B i LOT vanish on X at t = . This implies that the solution Λ(u) exists due to Corollary 5.9. We claim that for T small enough the map Λ : X → X is a contraction mapping. Then, Banach's xed point theorem gives us the unique solution. For u, v ∈ X we note that the di erence Λ(u) − Λ(v) solves (37) with inhomogeneities
and due to estimate (102) we have
There are two di erent kind of terms that appear in the perturbation operators. One are lower order partial derivatives of u − v with C α -coe cients only depending on the reference geometry, which are given by
. For these we may directly apply Lemma 2.7 to get the sought contractivity property if T is su ciently small. Note that the regularity of the coe cient functions is not a problem due to Lemma 2.6. The other terms are the non-local termsĀ i LOT ((v − u) Σ * . But here we see that they are also of lower order (second order terms are the highest order arising) and by the chain rule all space and time derivatives are bounded by space and time derivatives on the boundary and so by the Hölder-norm of u − v itself. So, this shows us that for T su ciently small Λ is a -contraction, which nishes the proof. Proof. We can do the same procedure as in [8] by shifting the equation by u . Condition (CLP) will guarantee that the compatibility condition for Corollary 5.10 are ful lled and the additional inhomogeneities give us the sought energy estimate.
Non-linear Analysis
In this section we will use Theorem 5.1 to prove short time existence for our original problem (16) . We want to note that unlike the authors of [8] we prefer not to work with the parabolic version (18) . By choosing the more geometric formulation (16) it is more convenient to exploit the quasi-linear structure of our system to derive contraction estimates. This includes also the non-local term, which indeed can be treated like the other quasi-linear terms. Actually, we will have to put the most work into the angle conditions as these are fully nonlinear. Our main strategy is now to write (16) as a xed-point problem which we do in the following way. For ρ ∈ C +α TJ (Γ * ), σ i as in (3), R, ε > and δ > , which we always assume to be smaller than the existence time from Theorem 5.1, we consider the sets¹
We will denote by · X R,δ and · Y δ the canonical norms on X ε R,δ (resp. X ρ R,δ ) and Y δ . Observe that we have ρ X R,δ = ρ C +α TJ (Γ * ) and therefore
On these sets we consider the inhomogeneities operator S :
where we used the notation from Section 3 and 4. Furthermore, we de ne L : Y δ → X The proof splits into three main parts. We will rst verify that if we choose ε su ciently small we can guarantee that Λ is well-de ned as long as δ(R) is also su ciently small. Then, we will check that for ε small and R large we can nd a δ(R, ε) such that Λ : X R,δ → C +α, + α TJ (Γ *,δ ) is a contractive mapping with contraction constant . Finally, we will see that with this choice of δ we can choose R large enough such that Λ is also a self-mapping on X ρ R,δ . Lemma 6.2 (Well-de nedness of Λ). i.) There is a ε W > such that for any R > and ε < ε W there is a δ W (ε, R) > such that S is a well-de ned map X ε R,δ → Y δ .
1 Note that in X ρ R,δ we include the sum condition for ρ on the parabolic boundary to guarantee compatibility conditions, which we will see in the proof of Lemma 6.2.
ii.) For all initial data ρ ful lling the geometric compatibility condition (19) and the bound from i.) we have that S(ρ) ful lls the linear compatibility condition ( ) for all ρ ∈ X ρ R,δ . iii.) Choosing ε, R, δ and ρ as in i.),ii.) the map Λ :
Proof. For i.) we have to check both well-de nedness of the geometric quantities in f and b and the correct regularity properties. For the rst part recall that due to the Hölder-regularity in time for space derivatives we have for a multi-index β with ≤ |β| ≤ and any ρ ∈ X ε R,δ with ρ( ) = ρ ∈ C +α TJ (Γ * ) that
Additionally, we have that
Together, this implies for δ < and all t ∈ [ , δ] that
Now, for any C > we get for ε ≤ C C and δ ≤ C C(R+ε) that
Thus, we can get a bound for the C -norm of ρ su ciently small such that [8, p. 326] implies that all geometric quantities -in particular the normal, the conormal and the inverse metric tensor -are well de ned. It remains to show that these objects have the required regularity. For the normal and conormal this follows directly from writing these quantities in local coordinates as normalized crossproducts of tangent vectors. For the inverse metric tensor we observe that matrix inversion is a smooth operator GLn(R) → GLn(R). This follows by applying the inverse function theorem on the map
Applying now composition operator theory for g − rst as a function in time and then as function in space we get that g − has the same Hölder-regularity as g. This implies now S(ρ) ∈ Y δ . For part ii) we get from the geometric compatibility conditions (19) i=
So, it remains to see that the rst sum vanishes. But as we included the sum condition for ρ on the triple junction on in X ρ R,δ we get immediately
For the sum of the V i ρ we can argue like in the derivation of (19) . The compatibility conditions for b i follow directly from G(ρ ) ≡ , which in total shows ii.). The last part follows from i.) and ii.) as L is well-de ned as long as S(ρ) ful lls the linear compatibility conditions (38).
In the following we will always assume that ε and R are chosen such that Lemma 6.2 is ful lled. Now we want to derive suitable contraction estimates for the operator S. Hereby, we will use the norm on Y δ also when dealing with components of S. In the following, we will need two technical lemmas. The rst one states the Lipschitz continuities of some geometrical quantities, which we will need when exploiting the quasi-linear structure of most terms. The second lemma is a representation of the scalar product of the normals on the boundary as function in the values of ρ and its rst order derivatives. This will be essential to use methods for fully non-linear equations from [24] . For the proofs of these two properties we refer to [20, Lemma 4.22] and [20, Lemma 4.24] .
Proof. For the rst line we note that the term on the left-hand-side equals
We will discuss the terms (I) and (II) separately. Firstly, we rewrite (I) as
and observe using Lemma 2.6, Lemma 2.7, Lemma 6.3ii.) and (104) that
In total this implies
Next, we write the term (II) as
and derive using Lemma 6.3i.) and ii.), Lemma 2.6, Lemma 2.7 and (104) that
Combining the estimates (126) and (127) we get (115) and then together with ( ) we conclude ( ). Next we have to deal with the boundary operator b. We will only discuss the analysis of b resp. b . The others therms of b have all a quasi-linear structure and so similar arguments as before can be applied. In contrary, this is not possible for b resp. b as they are fully non-linear. Instead, we will use ideas from [24, Chapter 8] .
Using the function N from Lemma 6.4 we write for any u, w ∈ X
where we used the abbreviations
Hereby, we used that as B is the pointwise linearization of N ρ · N ρ we can also write it in terms of ∂N . Furthermore, all the arising functions Θ are also in C +α, +α due to the theory of parameter integrals. Additionally, their norms are also bound by a constant C(Γ * , R). As sw + ( − s)u t= = ρ we get Θ t= = for Θ ∈ {Θ i , Θ i j |i = , , j = , ..., n} and therefore we conclude
as all derivatives of Θ are at least in C , α . Additionally, all Θ inherit the bound (113) as it holds uniformly in s. From this we deduce
where D denotes the to Θ corresponding di erential operator, which is the identity for Θ i and ∂ j for Θ i j . For the Θ i and Θ i j, we can use that due to the work in the proof of Lemma 6.4 we have Lipschitz continuity² of the ∂N as maps C +α, + α → C +α, +α and this implies then that Θ C +α, +α ≤ C(Γ * ) ρ C +α ≤ C(Γ * )ε, for Θ ∈ {Θ i , Θ i j, |i = , , j = , ..., n} and consequently
where D denotes again the di erential operator matching to the choice of Θ . In total we deduce
For b we can argue analogously and thus we conclude (118) and (119). This nishes the analysis of the contraction estimates.
From this we may now conclude that Λ is a contraction mapping for suitable ε and δ. Suppose now that ε, δ < . Then, we can apply the energy estimate (39) together with Lemma 6.5 to derive
with suitable constants C (Γ * , R) and C (Γ * ). Now choosing
we get the sought property for Λ.
Finally, we need that Λ is also a self-mapping, which we can guarantee as long as R is su ciently large. , where we used that Λ is a -contraction on X ρ R,δ . As we want R to be independent of ρ we want to nd an estimate for the second summand that is uniformly in ε. For this, we note that the function w := Λ(ρ ) − ρ solves the system 
We want to give a short explanation of this. As Λ(ρ ) and ρ have the same initial data their di erence vanishes at t = . The boundary inhomogeneity operator from (106) does not explicitly depend on the time and so we get B(Λ(ρ ))(t) = B(Λ(ρ ))( ) ∀t ∈ [ , δ].
Furthermore, due to the compatibility conditions (19) for ρ we get
Combining (132) and (133) we derive ( ) . Finally, recalling (105) we see that
Additionally, ρ solves ( ) with f i = A i all (ρ i , ρ Σ * ). Together this shows now also ( ) . Now, we can apply Theorem 5.1 as due to the geometric compatibility conditions (19) condition (38) is ful lled for f i (ρ ) and therefore we get using (39) that
Here, we used that ∆ρ Hρ depends continuously on derivatives of up to order four. This leads us now to
By choosing R > C (ε) we get Λ(u) ∈ X ρ R,δ for all R > R and so this shows that Λ is a self-mapping. Proof. (of Proposition 6.1) Lemma 6.2 guarantees well-de nedness of Λ. Then, Corollary 6.6 and Lemma 6.7
show that Λ is a self-mapping on X ρ R,δ and a -contraction. We then can apply Banach's xed-point theorem to get the existence of a unique xed-point of Λ in X ρ R,δ .
From this we conclude immediately the existence result in Theorem 3.2. Observe that due to our e orts in the proof of Lemma 6.7 the existence time and the bound for the solution by the radius R is uniformly in ρ . Also, every solution in a ball with a a radius R > R will corresponds with the solution just found. This can be proven with a standard argument for every approach with Banach's xed point theorem, cf. [20, Remark 3.14] . So in total this nishes now our proof of Theorem 3.2.
B Equivalence of (ACC) and (GCC)
In this section we prove that the geometric compatibility conditions (GCC) and the analytic compatibility conditions (ACC) are equivalent, assuming that the initial data are small enough. The results are summed up in the following lemma.
Lemma B.1 (Equivalence of geometric and analytic compatibility conditions).
Assume that for the initial data (ρ , µ ) we have G(ρ) = and Tρ = µ . Then, for ρ small enough in the C -norm, ( ) and ( ) are equivalent.
Proof. Using our usual notation convention every term with subscript will indicate the evaluation at the initial triple junction, that is in the analytical setting just (ρ i , ρ Σ * ) respectively (ρ , ρ Σ * ). With the additional notation L i = (TK ) i and L = TK we want rst to derive
To do so, we notice that
Here, we used in the second equality that D †, is just multiplication of the i-th component with a i †, . With the de nitions of a i and a i † , the rst equality gives us after multiplication with N i * , N i that
This is just the rst summand in the scalar product in (143) and so to prove this its enough to show − τ i * , N i T(Id −D †, T) − F i = −L i τ i * , N i .
Observe that this identity is true if τ i * , N i = and so w.l.o.g. we may suppose τ i * , N i ≠ . Then we can divide the equation by this term and get, again considering the corresponding vector problem,
In [8] it was proven that (Id −D †, T) − F − K = , which gives us (143). To derive the desired equivalence of the compatibility conditions we consider the matrix A given by Observe that for ρ ≡ we get A = Id and as all arising quantities are continuous functions in the values of ρ and its rst order derivatives we see that A is invertible for ρ small enough in the C -norm. Analogously The identity (143) may now be rewritten as AK = −∆ρ Hρ .
